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WHAT PROGRESS HAS BEEN ACHIEVED FOR WOMEN IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN
AFGHANISTAN?
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About The Trust
What is The Farkhunda Trust?
The Farkhunda Trust was founded by an Afghan woman, Rahela
Sidiqi. She is a social & women’s rights activist with a determination to
increase the contribution of women and the young in Afghanistan’s
developmental process. The Farkhunda Trust aims to provide
scholarships and mentoring to exceptional female students. By
facilitating their opportunity to progress in higher education. With our
deep interest in helping those in Afghanistan to achieve their
ambitions in social, economic and political equality of the sexes.

What Are Core Values Of The Trust?
A commitment to assisting talented but vulnerable women to achieve
their full potential the efficient and effective mobilization of resources
with transparent results that are based on their achievements “I would
like Afghan girls to be educated to enable thousands of Farkhunda’s
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“The Farkhunda Trust has
already proven a record of
assisting and empowering
women in its two and half
years of operation with
indication of moving to
remote years to support
more women. This is a
tremendous achievement
and one which we hope
will be built upon”
-

to defend Afghan women’s rights.” (Farkhunda Malikzada’s mother,
Hajera Bibi, March 2016).
The Farkhunda Trust was constituted as a charity by trust deed in
February 2016. An experienced and committed Board of Trustees, with
a wide range of skills, governs it. Rahela H. Sidiqi is the Trust’s Founding
Director. The Board, together with the Director and an Executive
Committee, make all major decisions regarding strategy, policies and
finance. Meetings of the Board are convened every six months to
address strategic issues and review operational activities. We hold our
annual general meeting to discuss the relevant topics that affect the
scholars and the challenges women face in Afghanistan on their
journey to higher education. Over the past 30 months, the Farkhunda
Trust has been staffed exclusively by volunteers in the areas of
fundraising, finance management, communications and strategic
advice, as well as coaching and mentoring of its scholars. In addition
to the volunteers, two Kabul based coordinators receive salaries
currently paid for by the Trust’s institutional partners, Gawharshad

Ms Kamini Paul, Chair
of the Farkhunda Trust
Board.

“The
Farkhunda
Trust
Annual
lecture
was
something of an eyeopener or would have
been had I not been in
some expectation of such
a
heart-warming,
professional,
impressive
occasion. It
also
was enjoyable
and
informative, and I do thank
you warmly for inviting me.”
-

Mr. Justin Glass,
Chairman of InterCultural Society of
London

Institute of Higher Education and Dunya University. The Farkhunda
Trust signed a new MOA with Benawa University in Kandahar.
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Annual General Meeting
What Did The AGM Achieve?
On Tuesday the sixth of November 2018 we held our Trust’s annual
general meeting. We presented our charity’s values and ethos
through a representative panel discussion on the progression of
education for women in Afghanistan.

The Conceptualization Of The Panel Discussion –
As a scholarship program for young Afghan women, the FT stands
out from the rest. Its scholars attend universities in Afghanistan thereby supporting and growing a network of exceptionally
talented women within Afghanistan and building the country’s
social and economic capacities. Moreover, the low cost of
pursuing a degree in-country means the FT can support a greater
number of young women. However, these young women struggle
with both the financial difficulties of higher education but with some
archaic Afghan ideology in order to progress. This ethnocentric
problem is a result of the years of war in the country, leaving a trail
of resilient, motivated and pioneering women. Unfortunately, some
of these women have their own mental health challenges from
suffering with depression, anxiety and exhibiting Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder Symptoms.
The women of Afghanistan have a vision similar to women globally
of transformational leadership and equality. Their vision of being
able to intellectually stimulate themselves through the country’s
education system has enabled them to take their individualized
considerations and help the country. Their integrity and honesty to
seek help through international aid of scholarship, has allowed
them to progress onto further education and future retainable
opportunities. Scholars’ appreciation and enablement of being
empowered through education, shows with their gratitude and
willingness to help other scholars with mentoring and community
service.
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“While women have made
great strides in the country,
progress remains fragile: we
believe
that
continued
transformation
in
Afghanistan is a question of
women’s leadership. Young
women must be equipped
with the knowledge, tools
and
confidence
to
advocate for their rights,
build the institutions integral
to the country’s future and
steer
the
nation’s
sustainable development.
Yet, good leaders do not
emerge spontaneously or
without support. The new
generation in Afghanistan is
more connected, creative
and courageous in their
approach
to
solving
problems, but they face
many barriers. We believe
that
investing
and
supporting this generation of
young
women
through
university
education,
mentorship and the right
kind of opportunities is
fundamental to progress in
the country.”
Ms. Rahela Sidiqi,
Founder & Director

Here in the United Kingdom, we have a team that manage to assist,
arrange and aspire others to help the Trust to coordinate
intellectually stimulating forums of discussion. Our events are
incorporated with cultural touches of Afghan products from jewelry
to art.
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AGM Proceedings
Who Were the Panel Speakers?
- Lynne O’ Donnell: Writer, author & Journalist Chair of the Lecture
- Kamini Paul: Chair of the Farkhunda Trust
- Rahela Sidiqi: Social Activist & Founding Director of the
Farkhunda Trust
- Professor Gloria Moss: Professor and Expert, Inclusive Leadership,
Bucks Business School
- H.E. Hanif Ahmadzai: Afghanistan Embassy Counselor in Great
Britain
- Dr. Waheed Arian: Doctor and Founder of ArianTelehealth

Panel Discussion –
Lynne O’ Donnell:
Duty bound as a renowned journalist and media representative she had
covered the tragic death of Farkhunda. She made us aware of the
events post the tragedy with other women rising up and playing a vital
role in the advocacy of their rights. One example was Kubra, a
performance artist who was subjected to online abuse and social
difficulties. With many women putting a suit of amour to pursue to
opportunities in the country. The lack of agency that women have, to
turn to a support network run by women. Lynne deeply believes that the
legacy of Farkhunda and the Trust is empowering women and their rights
through educational opportunities. This would ensure the continual
progression of the country with the Trust connecting other agencies and
focus efforts into a sustainable route for women.

Kamini Paul:
Expressing the challenges of marginalized women in Afghanistan with
accessing educational opportunities. The continuation of their studies is
difficult when they are vulnerable and cannot vocalize their challenges.
The Farkhunda Trust provides a platform and a support network for them
to do this. By allowing the scholars to be mentored and financially
supported with their education, this continuation of support is still needed
from our benefactors, donors and diaspora with future events planned
such as a conference in March. These women will be political leaders
and community activists at a grass route level for social, political
economical change.
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“It was an •honour
to have
you and your colleagues
from the Farkhunda Trust
speak
at
Matrix
last
night. Thank you for what
was an informative and
high-level set of talks. I am
incredibly impressed at the
commitment from everyone
involved in the charity and
from the positive outcomes
that are now taking place
for these marvelous young
women who are seeking
their higher education.”
– Ms. Rachel Holmes, CEO
Matrix Chambers
“I wanted to express my
gratitude with a single line to
thank you from the bottom
of my heart for the
fascinating Farkhunda Trust
event last night. What an
absolute delight to be
among a group of such
intelligent forward-thinking
people -- each of them with
the knowhow to solve
problems, and bridge East
and West.”
– Mr. Tahir Shah, Idries Shah
Foundation
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Panel Discussion –
Rahela Sidiqi:

Implementation of legal framework is hard and challenging in
Afghanistan’s context. 87% Afghan women still face a high level of
violence. According to CSO, number of recorded violence against women between 2017-2018 increased by 60% & from 800-1400 cases.
Based on HRW out of 280 murder cases only 50 cases led to convictions &
early marriage rate is over 51%. But as indicated in HDI of 2018 report,
issue’s facing women are not only in Afghanistan but is current global
matter. One out of three women globally face violence, issues for women
in higher education are also visible. Higher Education Gender policy lack
implementations tools and procedures. I hope the existing nature of
challenges gradually change, as over 50 percent of the population are
under 23 years old, as there could be less resistance in coming decades.
However, there has been some general progress for women: e.g. women
in management and leadership roles are only 9% compared to the 2% five
years prior. Including, for the first time 13 female Deputy ministers and an
18% increase in 2018 with the number of female students recruited in
higher educational institutes. In March, we hope to hold a two-day
conference, were we will be analyzing the feasible applicable methods
and approaches for women and youth engagement to support
Afghanistan’s development. This process will be dedicated to the
advancement of the young female generation hoping to pursue higher
education and leadership roles in the continuation of a progressive
Afghanistan.

Professor Gloria Moss: Gloria gave an insight into a thoroughly
researched analysis of the statistical progress of women in higher
education. She emphasizes the importance of an inclusive support
network with mentoring schemes, translating to higher grades achieved
with the transferable work place skills. Knowledge has become the most
important factor in economic development. It is higher education that is
the main producer of knowledge around the world, and it is primary
repository and source of knowledge production in the developing world.
The impressive increase of girls in education from basic education in the
year 2000 from 5,000 to 2.4 Million in 2009 with another 24,800 in higher
education. Gloria expressed the progress behind the scenes of the Trust
with inclusive leadership following the self-determination theory: one-toone mentorship by FT Director: library approaches, note-taking, time
management, exam preparation, essay writing and weekly training by the
coordinator. The success of the trust is highlighted with all students have
remained on the programme and scoring over the 4 years of intake at 85100 (with a few 70+).
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“The AGM advocates
the current
issues
that
challenge
the
progression of women in higher
education.
We
believe
in
promoting learning and enabling
students both in the UK and
Afghanistan to gather skills to
better society’s prospects in the
future. By building up the
foundations of the war-torn
country, we can aid intelligent
and forward-thinking individuals
to support new initiatives. Bridging
the gap with our AGM between
the British and Afghans, we can
provide a support network of
sponsors and advocates in
agreeing the mobilization of aid
to resilient students. Generating
links across the United Kingdom
with
recruiting
young
and
professional target groups with
our events, we can focus on
sustainability of the Trust and the
celebration of education. I
believe we can empower those
most vulnerable in Afghanistan
and doing so by bringing together
the diaspora.”
- Mr. Royan Khayri, FT U.K
Ambassador & Oncological
Researcher,
St
George’s,
University of London.
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Panel Discussion –
H.E. Hanif Ahmadzai:
HE. Mr Ahmadzai highlighted the great strides the government has made
in the progression of women. President Ghani signed in 2015 an action plan
for the resolution security and peace negotiations including the
participation of protection and gender equity. The number of women in
positions of political leadership roles from female diplomats, ambassadors
and national army. The government is committed to advocate the
increasing roles and opportunities given to women. The educational
challenges have been resolved with more universities in Afghanistan and
the encouragement of more student with studying abroad with the great
support of scholarship programs like the British Chevening fund, Funded by
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO). The highest number of
participants taking the Concord exam includes 39% of those being
women. The encouragement of the government of Afghanistan promoting
the importance of higher education and English with doors opening to
better opportunities nationally and internationally. They are committed to
continue their support of Farkhunda Trust and future initiatives.

Dr. Waheed Arian:
Dr Arian’s experiences in Afghanistan has shown that the prospects of
women in higher education is shown with positions within healthcare and
the importance of resilience. The attention of societies role in encouraging
women to pursue education with changing cultural concepts.
Determination and leadership pave the way for visionary impressions for
future developments in different sectors. The resonating stories of all
women in their struggle to achieve their goals. The essential need for
women to take credit for their achievements in making an impact in
communities and industry. Not to delegate responsibilities on Trusts and
governments but on individuals to strive for change and being active in
bringing about change.

Conclusion:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to education for marginalized and vulnerable women in
Afghanistan must be continued financially and politically with the
creation of a safe spaces
Women require the continual commitment of the Afghan
Government in supporting and advocating their educational rights
Leadership and resilience are imperative for educational change
Investment for women in rural areas to pursue higher education is
critical and a need for all citizens to support
Community members short- and long-term monthly donations is
strongly recommended to increase the number of scholarships for
rural women to attend higher education
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“I found the annual Farkhunda
Trust meeting helpful for me to
understand
the
current
situation of women in higher
education in Afghanistan and
my role, as a part of the
Afghan diaspora, in aiding in
their academic success.”
- Ms Hogai Aryoubi, PhD
Candidate for Peace &
Education Research Group,
University of Cambridge

Contact
www.farkhundatrust.org
Tweet - @farkhundatrust
Facebook - farkhundatrust

Email
info@farkhundatrust.org
rahelah@gmail.com
ambassador.farkhundatrust
@gmail.com
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Thank you for reading our annual general meeting
report. We hope that you are able to consider being a
supporter and friend of the Farkhunda Trust. We would be
delighted to discuss our mission and work in greater
detail through our media platforms and future events.
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